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li.lSTOf\Y: The Guitar in the }lrts 
By Vidal Benito Revuelta; translated by David Rohde 

II he guitar, which permeated our and 
foreign composers' musical sentiment 
arrived to permeate also the soul of our 

poets, not only (and that would be enough) as an 
unique musical spokesman which it is, but also 
for its human dimensions, which make it appear 
as man's very heart to which it is possible to 
make sing, say, or cry. The piano is pompous, the 
violin is delicate, both instruments are as a con
tinuation of or as collaborators with music, 
while the guitar and music seem to be the one 
and the same, one same soul, like a member more 
necessarily born from the other to express musi
cally that which was not yet possible to say 
with the voice. The guitar is a companion that 
one always takes with him, which one has to 
caress everyday as in intimacy, and to do so the 
guitar interpretes the interpreter, according to his 
sentiment, to his passion, to his wisdom, and in 
such a way reaches that interpretation, that 
which, at times, does not appear in the music, 
but the guitar itself takes from the depth of its 
box, from its soul, feelings that touches and 
moves everyone. From there the poets anthro
pomorphize in the guitar many of the human 
feelings, as we are now going to see: 

Federico Garcia Lorca 
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Garcia Lorca, in his "Grafico de la Petenera," 
•sings thus to "Las Seis Cuerdas" (The Six Strings): 

La guitarra 
hace llorar a los suenos. 
El sollozo de las almas 
perdidas 
se escapa por su boca 
redonda. 
Y como la tarantula 
teje una gran estrella 
para cazar suspiros, 
que flotan en su negro 
aljibe de madera. 

In his devotion to Regino Sainz de la Maza, 
and dedicated to him, he improvises the follow
ing "Adivinanza de la Guitarra" (Riddle of the 
Guitar): 

En la redonda 
encrucijada 
seis docellas 
bailan. 
Tres de came 
y tres de plata. 
Los suenos de ayer las buscan, 
pero las tiene abrazadas 
un polifemo de oro. 
La guitarra! 

And in his "Vinetas Flamencas" he does not 
forget naturally the guitar: 

Cuando yo me me muera, 
enterradme con mi guitarra 
bajo la arena. 
Cuando yo me muera, 
entre los naranjos 
y la hierbabuena. 
Cuando yo me muera, 
enterradme si quereis, 
en una veleta. 
Cuando yo me muera! 
Pasan caballos negros 
y gente siniestra 
por los hondoes caminos 
de la guitarra. 
Las gentes van suspirando 
con las guitarras abiertas. 

(To be continued) 
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THE SIX STRINGS 

The guitar makes 
the dreams weep. 
The sobbing of 
souls lost 
escapes through her 
mouth round. 

And like the tarantula 
weaves a 
great star 
to stalk sighs, 
that float in her black 
dungeon of wood. 

RIDDLE OF THE GUITAR 

In the round 

crossroad 

The dreams of . 
yesterday (seek them) 

• six maidens dance. 

Three of flesh 

and three of silver. 

but they are embraced 

by a Polyphemus 

of gold. The guitar . 

....._._ ___ "":'I .. ·:'"-.,~-a_s~~~~, .,.. ';. \ , ··-: ) .. ·.•; 
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1 (When I die, in a small sailing vessel. 
bury me with my When I die!) 

.,• guitar under the sand. (Black horses 
' When I die, and sinister men 
i'., in the midst of orange pass through the deep 

trees and the mint. roads of the guitar.) 
When I die, The people go singing 
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SEGOVIA INTERNATIONAL 
GUITAR COMPETITION 

Sponsored by the 

SHERRY PRODUCERS OF SPAIN 
Leeds Castle, Kent, England. October 9th-14th 1981 

This Competition is open to professional young guitarists of all nationalities 
who were born on or after 15th October, 1950. It will be held at the very beautiful 
Leeds Castle, England, originally built in 1119, and later acquired by King Edward I 

of England for his Spanish queen, Eleanor of Castile. 18 prizes totalling £6450 
will be awarded to contestants. The winner of the Competition will be expected 

to perform with the English Chamber Orchestra in a Gala Concert in London. 

for information write to: 

ANDRfS SEGOVIA INTERNATIONAL GUITAR COMPETITION 
c!o Kai/away, 2 Portland Road, London W11 4LA, England. 



Sponsored by the Sherry Producers of Spain 
President: ANDRES SEGOVIA 

Leeds Castle, Kent, England 
October 9th - 14th, 1981 

Leeds Castle, Kent represents an incomparable 
setting for the Segovia International Guitar Com
petition. 

Originally built in 1119, it was acquired by 
King Edward I of England for his Spanish queen, 
Eleanor of Castile, in 12 78. It was subsequently 
the residence of five other medieval queens and 
was added to substantially by King Henry V/II 
in the first half of the 16th century. 

Andres Segovia invites participants in the first 
Segovia International Guitar Competition, newly 

A wards to the three remaining finalists of 
£250 with certificates. Contributions to expenses 
of £100 ,to a maximum of twelve semi-finalists. 
The Sherry Producers of Spain will also present 
special awards to the prize winners and token 
awards to all contestants. 

The winner of the Competition will be expec
ted to perform with the English Chamber Or
chestra in a Gala Concert in London on the 14th 
October, 1981. 

Formed in 1960 and recognized as one of the 
world's most celebrated chamber orchestras, the 
English Chamber Orchestra has recorded more 
chamber orchestra music than any other group 
and works with many of today's leading artists 
including Ashkenazy, Barenboim, Kubelik, 

Leeds Castle, Kent, England 

created in his honour by the Competition's 
sponsors, the Sherry Producers of Spain. 

The Competition will be held at the very 
beautiful Leeds Castle, England, set in open 
countryside near Maidstone in Kent, 40 miles 
south of London. 

Accommodations will be available to partici
pants at subsidised cost. The International Jury, 
chaired by Andres Segovia, will include among 
others Pierre Fournier, Alexander Tanzman, 
Agustin Leon Ara, Luis Galve and] ohn Manduell. 

Eighteen prizes totaling £6450 will be awarded 
to contestants as follows: 

1st prize £2000 and Segovia Gold Medal 
2nd prize £1500 and Segovia Silver Medal 
3rd prize £1000 and Segovia Bronze Medal 

Perahia, Perlman and Zuckerman. 
A series of engagements in Great Britain and 

abroad, sponsored by the Sherry Producers of 
Spain, will also be offered to the winner during 
1982. 

This competition is open to professional 
guitarists of all nationalities who were born on or 
after 15th October, 1950. 

Full details of the competition test pieces, ap
plication forms, etc., are available from: 

Andres Segovia 
Segovia International Guitar Competition 

c/o Kallaway 
2, Portland Road 
London W 114LA 

England 
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Daniel A. l-f.azard 

Guitar Forum 
AURAL, VISUAL, MUSCULAR, 
AND INTELLECTUAL IMPRESSIONS 
The Four Pillars of Secure Memorization 

Music, while it is the most complicated mater
ial to be memorized and requires the greatest 
accuracy and attention to detail, makes more 
different kinds of sensory impressions than any 
other material to be memorized. It appeals first 
of course to the ear. Visual impressions are made 
both by the printed page and by the sight of our 
fingers on the strings and fretboard. The aural 
and visual, in turn, lead to our intellectual im
pressions. The sense of touch is involved in the 
contact of the finger tips with the strings and 
fretboard .. While neither our sense of taste or 
smell are used, our senses of direction and mo
tion are used in connection with the sense of 
touch in moving from one part of the fretboard 
to another. This forms certain muscular impres
sions which help us to memorize our music. 
Memorizing music is largely a matter of syn
thesizing and synchronizing all these various 
impressions made upon us by our different 
senses. We must learn to combine these impres
sions into one clear, unforgettable picture. Let 
us take as a simple preliminary example the 
following two-chord progression and analyze 
the process of memorizing it ( Fig. I). 

6th in Re 'Lento t cf 
Figure 1 - From 

Variations sur Folia de Espana-Theme by Manuel Ponce 
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(I) First we must try to hear how each note 
sounds and then try to remember those sounds. 
Play each note of the first cord separately trying 
to hear it very clearly and then try to hear it 
"Mentally" away from the guitar. Do the same 
thing with the second chord. Now try to hear the 
first chord moving into the second chord in the 
proper dynamic relationship and at the proper 
tempo. At this point you should use the guitar 
only as an aid to obtain the pitches - don't start 
playing chord changes yet - let your brain do 
the preliminary learning. It may help to call 
aloud the letter-names of each note in the first 
chord beginning with the lowest and simul
taneously think or sing the tone-pitch as the 
individual voices move to their destination in the 
succeeding chord. 

(2) Second, try to form a mental picture of 
how these two chords look on the staff. In the 
antecedent chord, think first of the low D in the 
bass and form a clear picture of its place on the 
staff. Then think of the F, A, and D notes in the 
treble and of their place on the staff. Think also 
of the tempo, dynamic, and finger markings; in
clude them in your mental picture. Form a similar 
picture of the second chord being careful to in
clude the barre indication. After you have a very 
clear mental picture of each of these two chords, 
try to make a connection between the two pic
tures thinking of the first chord and replacing it 
by the second one. If your original pictures were 
sufficiently clear this will probably not be hard, 
but if any difficulty presents itself, restudy the 
music and pay particular attention to the voice
leading. This will help you to connect the two 



chords in your mind and you will probably dis
cover your ear giving you valuable if unconscious 
assistance. 

(3) Although this step may vary as to when 
and where you include it in your memorization 
process, it should not be overlooked if you desire 
to truly understand your music and provide op
timal memorization security. This. step involves 
the theoretical analyses of the two chords. In this 
example we have the minor tonic chord progress
ing to the V 7 of V chord in the key of d minor. 
So often the musician does not realize the g,eat 
aid to memorization that analyses provides and 
then, only when it is used frequently enough to 
thoroughly understand and apply. Try it; you 
will be greatly rewarded for your efforts if you 
persist. 

( 4) After you are very sure of how these 
chords look on the staff use a similar process 
with regard to their picture on the fretboard. This 
will also involve a choice of both left and right 
hand fingerings. I recommend the use of the 
fourth finger on the D notes in the melody voice 
providing a common finger to facilitate moving 
from one chord to the next and allow for a 
smoother melodic line. In any case, decide which 
fingers you are going to use, write in any except 
the absolute obvious ones with a pencil and then 
be very careful to use the same fingering every 
time. When you do write in the fingering be sure 
to add it to your mental picture of the chords on 
the staff. Having decided upon fingering, try to 
picture the notes on the fretboard with the fin
gers you intend to use. For instance: picture 
your right hand placed with the thumb on the 
6th string; 'i' on the 4th; 'm' on the 3rd; and 'a' 
on the 2nd, all free stroke of course. The left 
hand will be pressing F with the 3rd finger; A 
with the 2nd; and D with the fourth. The fourth 
finger will remain down during the change. While 
you are trying to form a visual picture of finger
ing do not allow yourself to use your hands to 
clarify the picture but refer back to the music if 
in doubt. The visual picture will be clearer if you 
do not depend upon motor sensory impressions 
at this time. ' 

(5) After you are very sure of the visual pic
tures of the chords on the staff and the fretboard 
including their proper fingerings and you can 
close your eyes and mentally play the chords in 

your imagination, you can then play them very 
lightly and very slowly on top of the strings with
out making any sound. Move so slowly that you 
have time to think of each individual finger on 
each note and give your utmost attention to the 
fine details of accuracy and efficiency of motion. 
Think of the sounds that will be played, think of 
the tonic moving to the V 7 of V chord, think of 
the dynamics you will use, think, think, think! 

(6) After you have formed all these mental 
pictures of the two chords, go back and review 
them to make sure that no mistakes have slipped 
in and that all elements are memorized ( tempo, 
dynamics, fingerings, tone color, etc.). Then 
relax or at least change activities for fifteen min
utes or so before reviewing them again. Review 
again in an hour and an additional three or four 
times during the day at well spaced inte-rvals. 
Each time you should check the music for details 
you may have missed or forgotten. Be sure to 
review once just before going to bed since the 
mind is most apt to retain what is presented to it 
at that time. 

(7) Next day, review your mental pictures 
once more and write the notes down just as you 
remember them including all details. Practice 
slowly and carefully. If you can do this accu
rately without referring to the printed page you 
may be sure that these chords are completely 
memorized and can be refined and maintained 
with periodic review and practice. 

Although this example may seem ridiculously 
simple it does demonstrate clearly the different 
components which are involved in the optimal 
memorization of music. It is an excellent exercise 
in the mental concentration and attention to 
detail which really good memorization requires. 
A short period of practice of this sort every day 
and the continued application of these same 
principles to whatever one is to memorize will 
soon eliminate the chief difficulties which most 
people experience in remembering their music. 

In designing a building, the architect makes 
sure that its foundation is sufficiently solid to 
support the weight of the entire structure. Sim
ilarly, in learning and memorizing music the 
student must first establish the foundation and 
support his optimal memorization abilities with 
the four pillars of secure memorization - Aural, 
Visual, Muscular, and Intellectual Impressions. 

Daniel A. Hazard is on the faculty of the College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
and the Univeristy of Illinois-Chicago Circle Campus. 
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His Music 
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Girolamo Frescobaldi 

irolamo Frescobaldi, born at Terrara, 
Italy, in 1583 and died in Rome in 1643, 
aged fifty-nine, He was an organist of 

such repute that when he was appointed to St. 
Peter's at Rome thirty thousand people flocked to 
hear his first performance there. He was also a 

8 

great composer of organ music, some of which, de
spite its belonging to the childhood of instrument
al composition, is still played today. He left also 
many madrigals and motets. Through his pupil 
(Froberger) he had much influence on German 
music. Credits The Oxford Companion to Music 



Co11raqte 
G. Frescobaldi (1532) transcription doigte de Ramon Cueto 

GUITARRA Magazine wishes to express its appreciation to the fine French guitar magazine, 
GUITARE ET MUSIQUE for lending us the services of their guitar composer and transcriber, 
Ramon Cueto. Maestro Cueto's transcriptions will appear regularly in Guitarra Magazine. We 
wish to express our appreciation to Mme. G. Imbar, director of GUITARE ET MUSIQUE, for 
granting us this permission. 
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Chapter XII 

TECiiNIQUE: by Doug_las. Nicdt 

Performing with ah Orchestra 

Although a guitarist does not often get a 
chance to perform as a soloist with a symphony 
orchestra, it is certainly one of the most reward
ing types of performance musically and emotion
ally. Here are some points to remember. 

Choose a concerto you truly love
one that makes a big impact on the 
conductor, orchestra and audience. 

I. Selection of concerto. 
Due to the infrequent opportunities to per

form with an orchestra it is important you choose 
a concerto you truly love, and one that will make 
as big an impact on the conductor, orchestra, and 
audience as possible. If the conductor and orches
tra enjoy the music it will make them play all the 
much better for you. The most often performed 
concerto i~, of course, Rodrigo's Concierto de 
Aranjuez. And with good reason. I have yet to 
find a conductor, orchestra, and audience who 
did not fall in love with it. It is one of the most 
beautiful concerti ever written for any instru
ment. But it is also a very difficult work to play. 
For the guitarist it is one of the most difficult 
pieces in the entire repertoire and should only be 
attempted if one has superior technical ability 
that does not falter under pressure. Be certain to 
choose a work that is well within your ability. 
And likewise, choose a concerto the orchestra 
you are to perform with can handle. If in doubt 
show the conductor the scores or give him re
cordings of some concerti you would like to play 
and get his input. He will know which one is best 
for his orchestra. 

2. Your preparation. 
You must have complete mastery of the 

guitar part. When playing with an orchestra there 
is no margin for error on your part. Any passages 
that have not been completely mastered will fal
ter under the pressures of a public concert with 
the orchestra. A memory slip could lead to chaos. 

Uncertain rhythms and tempi mean disaster. You 
must know where every beat is and be able to 
accent them as necessary to keep the orchestra 
and conductor with you-especially in a work 
such as the Rodrigo where 2/4 and 3/4 alternate 
throughout the first and third movements. Be 
able to play the concerto at a variety of tempi. 
Sometimes an orchestra may not be able to play 
at the tempo you want them to. You will have to 
slow down and be able to play the work comfor
tably at that tempo. Performance at a slower 
tempo must be rehearsed. Just because you can 
play something fast does not mean you can also 
play it slowly. On the other hand, sometimes 
during a performance, due to nerves or pressure 
you, the conductor, or the orchestra may un
knowingly choose a faster tempo than you are 
used to. Or even if you are aware it is a faster 
tempo you may not be able to slow the orchestra 
down! Be able to play any movement five to ten 
percent slower and faster than your intended 
tempo. 

Know what the orchestra is playing
know the sounds of the instruments 

you are playing with. 

3. Know the orchestra part. 
Know what the orchestra is playing every 

moment. Study the relationship between the 
orchestra and the guitar parts. Be able to sing all 
the parts. Know the sounds of the instruments 
you are playing with so when you tell the con
ductor the oboe is playing too loud, you are not 
confronted with the reply (in front of the entire 
orchestra), "There is no oboe playing in this 
concerto." 

Rehearse with several recordings of your 
concerto so you can get a feel for how differently 
various orchestras can play and so you learn to 
hear and listen to the orchestra as you are play
ing. Listen for varying interpretations of the 



work. Conductors are generally unfamiliar with 
guitar works and may ask you questions about 
how such and such should be played: How is the 
string part bowed here? How should the brass 
articulate this passage? Is the cello part usually 
played solo here or should it be doubled? I have 
been asked these and many more questions by 
both experienced and inexperienced conductors. 
If you have studied well, you will know the an
swers. 

Rehearse with a pianist
when you play with an orchestra or 

piano it is you who must lead. 

4. Rehearse with a pianist. 
To get the feel of give and take between 

guitar and accompanist ( orchestra) work with 
a pianist playing the reduced score. You can 
work out interpretive ideas and try out various 
tempi. Working with a recording is also good but 
in many important ways not as beneficial. When 
you play with a recording it is leading you. When 
you play with an orchestra or piano it is you who 
must lead. It is an entirely different feeling of 
responsibility on your part. A recording sounds 
the same every time. A live orchestra will not. 
They may play one way in rehearsal and quite 
differently in performance. Working with a pianist 
will help you learn to cope with varying accom
paniments. 

5. Working with the conductor. 
Maintain a good relationship with your 

conductor at all times. He or she can make you 
or break you. There is too much at stake to get 
involved in a battle of egos. But do not be afraid 
of him either. I am sure you have heard many 
true stories of tyrannical conductors who treated 
their soloists horribly and dictated to the soloist 
how the work was to be properly played. We 
guitarists have a distinct advantage here. As I 
mentioned above, few conductors are truly 
familiar with guitar works-even the Concierto 
de Aranjuez. If you know your stuff-the orches
tra part, your part, orchestra-soloist relation
ships, etc. you can almost always safely give 'the 
conductor suggestions on how to play the work. 
But be smart. Do not make him look stupid-do 
not flaunt your knowledge or ideas. Make sug
gestions as diplomatically as possible and if you 
can, make it seem as though the conductor 
thought of the ideas, not you. 

Try to go over the score with the conductor 

before the first rehearsal to iron out details and 
decide on tempi. Even better, if the orchestra is 
rehearsing the work before your first rehearsal 
with them, call the conductor and discuss on the 
phone tempi, trouble spots, etc. so any potential 
problems will be solved before your first rehear
sal with them. 

Do not be afraid to make requests or ask ques
tions. If you want the woodwinds to hold a note 
a little longer to make your entrance more dram
atic say so. If you want a relaxation in tempo in 
a certai11. passage, tell the conductor. 

If possible it is a good idea to watch the con
ductor conduct other works before or after you 
rehearse with the orchestra so you can observe 
his beating patterns, hand movements, and use 
of body English in order to follow him more 
effectively when you are playing with him. 

.,,, No unamplified guitar has the sound 
projection to be heard clearly above 

the orchestra. 

6. Rehearsal with orchestra. 
Arrive early for the rehearsal. Keeping 

eighty musicians and a fuming conductor waiting 
could be hazardous to your health! Be certain 
you have requested a microphone on an adjust
able stand with a baby boom or gooseneck at
tachment weeks in advance. If your performance 
is at a school or auditorium that does not have a 
house speaker system be sure to also request an 
amplifier and good speakers. I once told someone 
I would need a microphone and ended up with 
just that-no amplifier or speakers! And do not 
be foolish and kid yourself that you will not 
need a microphone. No unamplified guitarist has 
the sound projection to be heard clearly above an 
orchestra in any concerto I know of in the litera
ture. Be certain to have someone in the audience 
you trust to tell you if the microphone is loud 
enough. So many times even with a microphone 
the guitarist's sound is swallowed up by the or
chestra. You do not want an even balance be
tween guitar and orchestra. The guitar should be 
noticeably louder so you will have latitude to 
musically vary the loudness and softness of your 
playing rather than having to always play fortis
simo in order to be heard. And use the mike in 
rehearsal. Do not wait until the performance to 
use it the first time. 

Bring your music to rehearsals. You may want 
to double-check something in mid-rehearsal from 
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time to time and more commonly, the conductor 
will stop and start within a movement saying, 
"We will begin two bars before letter B." Unless 
you have your music you will be lost or will 
have to get up to consult the conductor's score 
each time to find your place. 

Check your tuning with an A-440 tuning fork 
before you walk onstage. This way when you do 
go onstage to tune to the orchestra you will al
ready be very closely if not exactly in tune with 
them saving everyone valuable rehearsal time. 
And learn to tune quickly, quietly, and accurately. 
Conductors and audiences get very impatient 
with guitarists who constantly fiddle with their 
tuning. 

Be certain a proper chair has been provided 
that does not creak and is comfortable. Be sure 
the same chair is used for the actual concert so 
you will feel as comfortable and "at home" as 
possible during the real performance. Incident
ally, when you are onstage facing the audience, 
you will be seated to the right of and slightly in 
front of the conductor with the violins on your 
right, the conductor and celli on your left. 

Maintain a good relationship with the 
conductor. There is too much at stake 

to get involved in a battle of egos. 

When you walk into rehearsal be cordial with 
everyone. Do not be the aloof, self-centered, 
prima donna type. Smile and warmly greet every
one-stagehands, conductor, assistants, orchestra 
members, etc. You need everyone on your side 
so they will willingly give you a hundred percent 
effort. Often the conductor will formally intro
duce you to the orchestra when you walk on
stage. If he does not, again do not just walk on 
and sit down and not acknowledge the orchestra. 
Turn to them, look at them, say hello, smile; 
whatever. But try to connect in some way with 
them. 

During rehearsal you will be faced with many 
new experiences. One of the most frightening is 
the realization that you are in charge-not the 
conductor. Unless you have a first-rate, well
prepared conductor who is confident of his 

knowledge of the score (which is rare), you will 
find you are actually leading the orchestra. If 
you follow the conductor you will find your 
playing taking on an unfamiliar lackluster quality. 
Remember, a concerto is a solo with orchestral 
accompaniment. You cannot let someone else 
determine the quality and character of your solo. 
If you follow or try to stay with the orchestra, 
which sounds like a perfectly reasonable idea 
since you are supposed to play together, a curi
ous thing will happen. The tempo will drag and 
get slower and slower. This is because the orches
tra is following you. They are used to being led. 

You must establish a tempo 
and stick to it solidly. 

Therefore you must establish a tempo and stick 
to it solidly. You will feel the weight of the or
chestra. It will seem as if you are physically pull
ing them along. Within reason, this is what should 
happen, and though it may not seem like it at 
first, they will actually be playing with you fairly 
well. 

On the other hand, sometimes you will have 
an orchestra and/or conductor that tends to race. 
Again stick to your tempo. Hold the orchestra 
back, pull in the reins. 

A strong conductor will always be of much 
help keeping you and the orchestra together. He 
will sense when the orchestra is becoming slug
gish and you are pulling too hard to keep them 
with you and will help move them along. And 
conversely, he will hear you attempting to slow 
them down if they start to race and will help put 
the brakes on. The ideal conductor is one who 
senses orchestral sluggishness or racing before the 
fact and corrects it before even you are aware of 
it. In those cases you will not have to pull or 
hold anyone back.Just play the piece as you like 
it to sound and the orchestra will be right there 
with you. 

[To be continued ... Next issue will include 
experiment with the microphone, balance and 
level of sound for compatibility with orchestra, 
and the performance.] 

Douglas Niedt is a concert artist and chairman of the guitar department, 
University of Missouri at Kansas City. 
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Ghiglia: A Master of Taste 
Oscar Ghiglia is recognized as one of the lead

ing guitarists of our day. It is the taste and thought 
he puts into each work, each phrase, each mea
sure he plays which substantiates this recognition. 
It is this care which makes his performances 
convincing and which 
sets him apart from 
many guitarists to 
whom musical ideas are 
secondary to technique. 

In his performance 
before the Arts Club of 
Chicago on March 15, 
Ghiglia chose to open 
his program with Bach's 
Lute Suite in E Major. 
The Prelude (the move
ment which has scared 
many a performer from 
this suite) was played at 
a moderate tempo which 
worked well, though the 
transcription required 
some odd fingerings
supposedly for phras
ing-which never the 
less made the piece more difficult than it already 
is. But Ghiglia's remarkable phrasing and light 
touch carried it off well. His Laure was highly 
ornamented, almost excessively, but the move
ment was delicately and sensitively played, as 

were the two minuets. Highlights of the suite 
included a spirited Bourree and a brilliantly 
played Gigue. The result was intense Bach, 
abounding in musical ideas and thought out to 
the last detail. 

Next Ghiglia performed' 
5 pieces by Fernando 
Sor. With these works 
Ghiglia shone brightly 
as the most tasteful, an
alytical and knowledge
able performer around. 
Music flowed from his 
hands with such fluid 
phrasing and delicate 
tone that the composit
ions became memorable 
for the performance 
rather than in themsel
ves. Particularly touch
ing were Sor's Caprice, 
Op. 50 ("Le Calme"), a 
tableau of changing 
moods and colors; and 
the humorous Mazurka, 
Op. 45 No. 4, rendered 

with a lighthearted touch that was thoroughly 
enjoyable. Ghiglia followed the Sor with 3 
Preludes by Villa-Lobos. Prelude #l and Prelude 
#2 were played slowly and thoughtfully. Prelude 
#3, was best played of the three. 
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Ghiglia closed his program with Turina's 
Sonata. His conception of the piece was thought
ful and carefully performed. While his fortissimos 
tended to twang, all in all the work moved well and 
the momentum carried it to a forceful conclusion. 

For his encore Ghiglia played Invocation and 
Dance by Rodrigo (perhaps better performed as 
an orchestral work}, employing all the colors and 
impressionistic qualities of the guitar. 

Despite some disappointments, Ghiglia re-

mains a master of the guitar because of his deep 
understanding of the music he plays. It's gratify
ing for the listener to know that the artist has 
done his homework and isn't just performing the 
work but rather communicating the work. And 
it's also nice when musical elements like voicing, 
phrasing and line are the artist's focus rather than 
pure virtuosity. Ghiglia is at his best when he's 
speaking musically-and at this time he has few 
equals. Norman Ruiz 

Fisk Does It Age1in 
In an unprecedented second recital in the 

Chicago area within a six month period, Eliot 
Fisk filled the chair of the ailing Christopher 
Parkening and once more proved that he is one 
of the most gifted, accomplished and controver
sial guitarists performing these days. 

'.fhe battle over Fisk generally centers around 
his repertoire, particularly his own transcriptions. 
Fisk lovers are awed that 
a Haydn Sonata or a 
Paganini Caprice can be 
played on the guitar. 
They're dazzled by Fisk's 
incredible technique, the 
fast scales, the left hand 
legato, the stretches. 
They love the tricks, the 
historionics and the un
familiar (for guitar} 
music. 

The anti-Fisk faction 
acknowledges his unbe
lievable technical prow
ess, but lament his care
lessness and his 80 per
cent execution. They're 
dismayed at his Jack of 
musical values, the ab
sence of voice control and linear structure in 
his music and the harsh sound he produces. And 
they consider his stage antics (not unlike Bream 's) 
distracting. 

Fisk's recital on March 1, at Northwestern 
University provided enough ammunition to de
fend both sides. For openers his performance of 
four Scarlatti Sonatas was amazing, exploring 
new possibilities for the guitar; yet at the same 
time they were strained, with some passages 
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clearly better left to keyboard artistry. The tex
ture of the musical sound was muddled, with not 
enough breathing space between voices and con
trapuntal lines. The result was a sound new to the 
guitar listener's ear, an ear accustomed to a cleaner 
grouping of voices and to more linear music. 

Bach's Prelude, Fugue and Allegro fared no 
better. Though the Prelude was clean and suf

ferred only from a 
rhythmic imbalance, the 
Fugue was awkward 
where tempo was sacri
ficed to accommodate 
stretches, and where 
contrapuntal voices ap
peared then disappear
ed as Fisk's transcrip
tion allowed. The Al
legro became a moto 
perpetuo, played at an 
ever increasing speed. 
The bass line did not 
follow the fast melodic 
figures but interfered 
with them-the result
skillfully executed .con
fusion. 

In contrast, Rodri
go's Invocation and Dance was a tour de force 
which worked. This impressionistic piece, though 
a virtuoso piece by itself, seemed less demanding 
than Fisk's own transciptions. What emerged was 
a remarkable performance, sensitive to color 
changes, with a blazing tremolo and powerful 
arpeggios and the ever recurrent dance theme 
placed dynamically correct within the context 
of the piece. This was a work which Fisk clearly 
understood. 



Also included on Fisk's program was a virtual 
repeat of his earlier recital, a performance of 
Haydn's Sonata #28, the Notes on a Southern 
Sky by Beaser, and four Paganini Caprices. 

Among the best things Fisk played were his 
two encores, Lauro's El Niiio and Sagrera's El 
Colibn. The Lauro piece was played with a delic
acy and sound control almost uncharacteristic of 
Fisk's playing. And the virtuosic demands of the 
hummingbird were no problem for Fisk, in fact, 

compared to the Caprices, he seemed to relax 
with this work. 

Fisk is clearly capable of producing beautiful, 
polished, exciting music, but much of the music 
he chooses to play is overwritten or makes too 
many demands on the instrument. It will be 
worth waiting until Fisk changes from the "vir
tuoso" to the performer and settles down to a 
few Sor Studies or maybe, to relax, Bach's 
Chaconne. Norman Ruiz 

The R.omeros with Orchestra in Canton 
The Canton Symphony Orchestra had the dis

tinct honor of hosting the internationally ac
claimed Romero Quartet on March 15 and 16 at 
the William E. Umstattd Performing Arts Hall, in 
Canton, Ohio, under the direction of its newly 
appointed conductor, Gerhardt Zimmerman. 

The program began with Minuet Antique by 
Maurice Ravel, setting a charming mood with its 
simple classical style and 
sufficiently wetted the 
appetite with anticipa
tion for the Concierto 
Andaluz by J. Rodrigo 
which was to follow. 

The concierto, com
missioned by Celedonio 
Romero, was written in 
196 7 and was dedicated 
to him and his sons. 
Since then the work 
has undergone some re
visions by this extraor
dinary quartet in colla
boration with the com
poser. 

The first movement 
Tiempo De Bolero ex
ploded with life as the 
Romeros burst into the opening passages in full 
flamenco style ( one of the revisions) with orches
tra. The whole movement itself was alive with 
activity and was played with flare and brilliance. 
The performers carefully brought out the dialogue 
among themselves and the orchestra. 

The second movement Adagio set a mood al
most in complete contrast to the first. The slow 
sad melodies were magnificently executed. The 
Romeros carefully brought forth the subtle and 

intricate ideas held within the movement, and en
ticed the audience with their warm rich tone and 
changing mood of the piece. 

The final movement Allegretto returns to the 
popular flamenco vein and was played with power 
and energy by both the quartet and orchestra. 
The Allegretto was extremely colorful and _dis
played the virtuosity of the soloists. The balance 

between the orchestra 
and quartet, tone, dy
namics and color was 
treated with much fore
thought. 

Not unusual nor un
expected the Romeros 
gave encores before in
termission. First played 
was the Allegro from 
the Third Brandenburg 
Concerto by Bach. 

After several curtain 
calls the family return
ed with their final en
core which was the 
Miller's Dance by Man
uel de Falla. The quar
tet played in their flaw-

1less character giving the 
work constant sparkle and fire. 

The second half of the concert was in no way 
anticlimatical as the Canton Symphony per
formed Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Fallis 
For String Orchestra by Ralph Vaughan Williams. 
The piece is an inspired re-creation of the rich 
polyphonic style of Tallis' time. 

Concluding the program was Francescia De 
Rimini, Symphonic Fantasy after Dante Op. 32 
by Tchaikowsky. Guitarril Staff 
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ANTONIO PETRUCCELLI, 
Artist for the world renown 
Guitar Reveiw-a great artist 
who devotes his time to make 
our time with the guitar more 
beautiful. 

Petruccelli 
ntonio Petruccelli, staff artist for the 
Guitar Review, created a broad spectrum 
of splendid artwork during his career. 

This article features some of the highlights 
of Petruccelli's artwork for Guitar Review, 
Fortune and the New Yorker magazines. 

The reproduced headpieces above are the 
New Jersey Bicentennial coin and U.S. Postage 
stamp designed by the 
artist. A brief sketch of 
the artist's exc1tmg 
career follows ... 

Petruccelli grew up in 
Greenwich Village,N.Y. 
In 1918 he attended 
children's art classes at 
Greenwich House. He 
studied textile design
ing in high school and 
later worked for two 
textile firms for several 
years. Not too happy 
with routine work, in 
193 0 he quit and start
ed freelancing. Quite a 
gamble, what with the 
depression, lack of com
mercial art training, plus 
wife and baby son-making ends meet was a 
constant headache. He did all kinds of specula
tive art work, with minor success ... a few New 
Yorker and Colliers covers, wallpaper and play
ing card designs, dinnerware designs and other 
potboilers. Somehow the rent was always in 
arrears. 

With the acceptance of his first cover illustra
tion for Fortune, 1933, (he did in all about 40) 
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the door to a more promising future opened a 
bit, leading eventually to more or less steady 
work for life. Petruccelli's work appeared ir
regularly in Holiday and Lamp (Exxon), Steel 
Horizons (Alleghany-Lu9lum). 

FROM THE WORLD-RENOWN BOOK OF 
ILLUSTRATORS: "Maps! Animated maps! 
Ethnographical, geological, celestial maps ... 

incredibly skillful paint
ing encompassing the 
universe and descending 
from nebulae of stars 
and planets to abysmal 
trenches of the Atlantic, 
displaying exotic birds, 
flowers and fish, prehis
toric monsters, people 
of many nations. Who 
has not seen and mar
veled at his masterful 
renderings in the pages 
of Fortune, Life, Holi
day, and a host of other 
publications. He can 
draw anything, paint 
anything. He possesses 
many other skills; he is 
a letterer, a layout man, 

designer of postage stamps and commemorative 
medals, a meticulous restorer of art. 

Through the years, his illustrations and covers, 
his work on layouts and advertising pages, his 
lettering and skillful restorations of musical 
manuscripts have made an invaluable contribu
tion to The Guitar Review. There's always a 
guitar handy at his drawing board for use during 
long waits for paint to dry." 
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Note: I hesitate in publishing this series of articles because without doubt it will be critized as being 
self-serving. The object of this article is to help the advanced student and performer in the procedure 
of selecting a concert instrument. The guitars involved in this series of articles were from the old 
workshop of Jose Ramirez, in Spain. 

It is with deep regret on my part that I was so prejudiced toward the Ramirez guitars that I did not 
stock in quantity the other great guitars of our time such as, Ignacio Fleta, Herman Hauser, Miguel 
Rodriguez, Jose Oribe and Jose Rubio. The guitars made by these luthiers were equal and many times 
superior to the Ramirez guitar. As you read on you will notice that the choice was based on the law of 
averages of possibly one fine guitar from a choice of ten. Ramirez had the advantage of eight makers to 
one Fleta, one Oribe, etc. I am sure if I had had an equal amount of these other luthiers' guitars the 
selection event would have been more rewarding for both the artist and myself -James Sherry 

II his article is the first of a series concern
ing my three decades of fortunate as
sociation with the great guitarists of our 

time. The endless pursuit for the utmost love ... 
the perfect guitar. These artists will not appear 
as they do on the concert stage, for selecting a 
fine instrument is a painstaking, grueling, inten
sive event. I will try to convey the atmosphere of 
these events in the most intense detail. The par
ticipant's mood can span the spectrum, from 
boredom to fascination, as they search for the 
perfect guitar. 

The first guitarist to be featured in his quest 
for the perfect guitar is Christopher Parkening, 
December, 1978. 

I received a call from Christopher that he 
would be in Chicago the coming weekend to look 
for guitars for himself and advanced students. He 
asked if I would make the preliminary selections 
for him. I told him the task would be difficult, 
and asked if he would objec_t if the editor of 
Guitarra, Catherine Lawrence, who was making 
an intensive study of the dynamics of the guitar, 
assisted us in the selection process since it is 
virtually impossible to play one hundred guitars 
without becoming completely confused. 

Christopher agreed and we prepared to select 
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the best guitars possible. All the guitars to be 
tested were at least one year old. It takes a year 
for the glue and varnish used on the Ramirez 
guitars to crystalize. During this crystallization the 
character of the guitar will change month to 
month. For this reason a concert artist would 
never consider a new guitar. 

In past years, I along with virtuoso Michael 
Lorimer, had developed a fast fool-proof techni
que for sorting out choice instruments from medi
ocre ones. We had made a visual check looking for 
guitars with the best grade of top wood, back, 
sides, etc. Usually the darker tops ( only in cedar) 
are considered superior in sound mainly because 
these tops are cut from ancient trees. The wood 
is brittle as glass making it extremely resonant. 

The visual procedure narrowed our choice to 
about 45 guitars. These guitars were then tuned 
up and let set for about eight hours. Ms. Lawrence 
played the guitars and we listened, commented 
and eliminated 18. This is a crucial process that 
must be done in a free spirit by a guitarist who 
can hear and produce beautiful sounds. Many 
concert performers cannot hear and do not know 
sound either in a guitar or in their own produc
tion of sound. Fortunately, Ms. Lawrence does 
not fall into this category. 



When Christopher arrived we were ready. We 
were prepared to pool our inforrnaticiQ, ideas, 
statements and experience for a great final re
sult. Christopher, always high spirited, played 
guitar after guitar vigorously. What he was look
ing for now were obvious flaws; dead notes, 
usually the treble E string is the telltale string. 
If the E string is perfectly balanced, that is to 
say, equal resonance on all notes, the rest of the 
strings usually fall into this "perfect" state. 

During this process, Christopher, produced 
some of the most beautiful sounds that have 
ever reached my ears. He was constantly saying 
this one is great for Villa Lobos, this one for 
Bach, this one for Scarlatti. 

This process eliminated six more guitars. The 
next procedure is to check for projection. This 
simply means how wide the notes, in sound, are be-

Catherine Lawrence Christopher Parkening 

tween the 4th fret and the nut; of course, the wider 
the better, this requires very intense listening. 

Our next step was for volume, full bodiedness, 
and freedom of tone, the last being the most 
difficult to differentiate. In fact, few guitarists 
even know what it is. I first heard of it many 
years ago from Segovia and his wife. If you ask 
me to describe it in words, I cannot; however, 
I can detect when a guitar has it. 

After much debate three more guitars were 
eliminated which were "too tight" in sound. We 
were left with 18 guitars to be divided into cate
gories; first choice and second choice. This is a 
hair splitting decision, no more guitars would be 
eliminated. This step was done by Christopher 
playing the Villa Lobos Prelude No. 1 and No. 3. 
We listened and commented, Ms. Lawrence play
ed and Christopher and I listened and argued. 

Finally we sorted the guitars into six first quality 
and twelve second quality. 

Then Christopher played the 12 guitars and 
graded them first choice, second choice, 3rd 
choice. Our last and most crucial test was the six 
remaining guitars. Out of these we were looking 
for one great guitar, the one out of 100. This 
test was for the guitar with no percussion, no 
wood sound whatsoever, crystal clear descending 
notes, evenness, volume, freedom of sound and 
soul. The piece played for his test is always the 
Villa Lobos Prelude No. 3. This final test took 
the most time. Christopher played phrase after 
phrase, first on one guitar then another, repeat
ing the same phrases. Finally Christopher made 
his choices No. 1 thru 6. Ms. Lawrence reversed 
choices No. 1 and 2. I also reversed No. 1 and 2. 
In an honest selection of guitars there are no 

James Sherry 

The endless 
pursuit 

for the utmost 
love ... 

the perfect 
guitar. 

"yes" men. The opposing view is always wel
come. Whomever the guitarist; Segovia, Bream, 
Ghiglia, Fisk, all views are accepted and weighed. 
The two guitars in question were played again 
and on one the second string was changed. This 
change made a difference in guitar No. 2. Villa 
Lobos, Bach and Albeniz were then played. 
Christopher finally decided that guitar No. 2 was 
the best choice because the music of all three 
composers sounded equally as well, even though 
the guitar he had originally chosen as No. 1 was 
better for romantic music. 

The process used left no doubt in our minds 
that the best choice was made, in fact, a month 
later the six guitars were played again and the 
choice remained the same. 
{Next issue: The colorful Julian Bream in his 
quest for the pe_rfect guitar - year, 1969) 
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HORST KLEE 
Masterworks for Guitar Solist 

Label: 1185 
One of the most memorable albums of 1980 is 

this release on the Solist label called Masterworks 
for Guitar, which features a young German guit
arist named Horst Klee. 

Born in 1952, Klee's playing is best described 
as highly musical. His greatest asset is his sound, 
which is at its best in slow, quiet sections (like 
the introduction to Barrios' La Catedral), but 
loses some of its sweet refinement in rapid, 
more volumous sections. Still an inborn musical 
feel is evident in Klee's playing, which is lyrical, 
flowing, and right in tonal variety. 

Side one consists of Barrios' popular La Cate
dral, Prelude, Fugue, and Allegro of]. S. Bach. The 
record continues on side two with Homenaje 
A La Guitarra by Sainz De La Maza, and finishes 
with Britten's Nocturnal. The recording was 
marvelously engineered; Masterworks for Guitar 
is a fine recording of an excellent young guitarist. 
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Available only through Solist-Musikverlag 
th. Messer, Rodelheimer Str. 44 

6236 Eschborn/Ts., Germany 
Scott Bach 

LIONA BOYD 
Spanish Fantasy 

Columbia M36675 
Liona Boyd's latest album is a collection of 

classic and Spanish favorites, all played with the 
distinctive Boyd technique. This stop and go 
style of playing works well in the romantic pieces 
of Tarrega, but falls short in the classical works, 
especially Sor. Boyd also takes unusual liberties 
with the compositions, adding her own chords 
and notes, which makes her music more interest
ing, if only for its boldness. Particularly well 
played are Tarrega's Sueno with Boyd's naily
light tremolo and the spirited ]ota by the same 
composer. 

Disappointing were the works by Sor, especial
ly his £studio #17. As usual, this record has the 
technical effects like booming basses and resonant 
echoes which only add to its charm. Definitely a 
record for the easy listening classical guitar buff. 
[Gran ]ota, Capricho Arabe, Sueno, TARREGA; 
Guajira, PUJOL; Fantasy, MUDARRA; Sonata, 
M. ALBENIZ; Minuet Op. 11, No. 6, £studio No. 
17, Introduction and Variations on a Theme of 
Mozart, Op. 9, SOR.] 

Norman Ruiz 
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Publication R.e11iews.---i 
MATTEO CARCASSI 

Twenty-Five Melodious and Progressive Studies 
Boosey and Hawkes 

Carcassi's Twenty-Five Melodious and Progres
sive Studies have become a "classic" in every 
guitar student's repertoire, and with good rea
son-it is rare to find a set of progressive guitar 
studies that really works, and rarer still to find 
those studies to be beautiful to the ear. 

The 25 studies have been published before in 
many different versions, but this new one, re
vised and fingered by Ruggero Chiesa, is a wel
come addition. 

The studies are ideal for developing many 
right-hand techniques, including a variety of 
arpeggios, scales, tremolos, and the like. The 
pieces also improve coordination between both 
hands, and they contribute to a general nimble
fingeredness needed for playing romantic music. 
Technically speaking, therefore, the pieces are 
for the intermediate guitarist. 

Musically, however, many of the pieces can be 
taken far beyond the intermediate level, particu
larly numbers 3, 7, 19 and 25, which are very 
challenging and beautiful. 

Scott Bach 

CAREY BL YTON 
The Oceans of the Moon 
Berben/Theodore Presser 

The Oceans of the Moon is a 15-page work 
written by Carey Blyton, a 20th century com
poser whose piece would best be described as 
romantic and unusual-romantic because the 
name of the work and its various movements 
evokes extremely exotic images, and unusual 
because of the different way that Blyton presents 
his musical ideas. 

Based on a poem by Percy Bysshe Shelley 
called ''To the Moon," The Oceans of the Moon 
consists of a theme and eight variations, each one 
named after one of the moon's oceans. 

The Oceans of the Moon demands a good deal 
of technical and artistic maturity, but even in the 
best of hands, the work, will not be universally 
liked. Its harmonies are as unusual as its form, 
sometimes even bordering on the bizaare. 

The theme, which is at the center of the com
position, is flanked by four variations on each 
side. Although the logic behind this seems un
clear, the unorthodox placement of sections does 
add to the unusual effect of the piece. 

COUIZIONE DI MUSICHE PEA CHITARRA 
DIAEffA DA ANGELO GILAADINO 

CAREY BL YTON 

THE OCEANS Of THE MOON 
l .... t war-ladens and • th•

op. 715 ... ...,_ 

............ ......._ .. 
ANGELO GILAADINO 

Scott Bach 

IDIZIOIII MUSICAi.i ~ ANCONA • MILANO 
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NEW YORK, NY 
Vladimir Bobri, editor of Guitar Review, was 

stricken ill during the Segovia concert, March 22, 
at Carnegie Hall. He was rushed by ambulance to 
a hospital for treatment. Mr. Bobri told publisher 
James Sherry that he had become overcome by 
exhaustion and is now happy to be actively at 
work on the up-coming issue of the Guitar 
Review . . . Center for Inter-American Relations 
Performing Arts and The Society of the Classic 
Guitar, present an evening with Andrew Bolo
towsky-flute, Tiberio Nascimento-guitar, Vivan 
Poole-voice, in a birthday celebration for 
Vladimir Bobri, May 13, 7 p.m., 680 Park Ave., 
New York City. 

MONTREUX, SWITZERLAND 
36th Festival de Musique, Sept. 26 thru Oct. 

4, 1981, Sept. 29 Orchestre De Chambre Slovaque, 
director: Bohdan Warchal, Soloist: Alexandre 
Lagoya. 

FRANKFORT,GERMANY 
The Manual of Guitar Technology by Franz 

Jahnel has just been published. It contains 
history, d,:sign, materials and scientific principles 
of plucked string instruments. 240 pages, 166 
illustrations and 18 design plans (½ scale size of 
actual instruments). Cost is 120 DM. Send in
quiries to: Verlag Das Musikinstrument Abteilung 
Fachbuch, Klueberstrasse 9 D-600 Frankfort 
a.M.1 Germany. 
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CLEVELAND, OH 
World Premiere of Les Trois Amis Fantaisie 

Pour Trois Guitares by Loris Chobanian-per
formed by The Laval Trio in concert at West 
Shore Unitarian Church, Cleveland, Ohio, May 11. 

MILWAUKEE, WI 
The Wisconsin Conservatory ofMusic,presents 

an Intensive Classic Guitar Seminar, July 22-26, 
1981, with John Holmquist in association with 
George Lindquist and John Stropes, featuring 
master classes, ensemble workshops, concerts, 
lectures and films on performance, performance 
analysis, the history and repertoire of the guitar. 
Dormitory housing is available. Performers and 
auditors may contact: Wisconsin Conservatory 
of Music, 1584 N. Prospect Ave., Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin 53202, 414/276-4350. 

BRYN MAWR, PA 
Theodore Presser Company, one of the 

country's largest publishers and distributors of 
guitar music, is building its mailing list of guitar 
teachers and studios. Interested individuals should 
send their names and addresses on letterhead or 
business car to Dept. lGL, Theodore Presser 
Company, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

ESZTERGOM,HUNGARY 
Fifth International Guitar Festival and Seminar 

will be held August 5 thru 18, 1981. The pro
gram of the festival . . . 



Orchestra rehearsals of the Balint Bakfark 
Orchestra of the Festival for the final concert to 
be given in the Esztergom Basilica, conducted by 
Laszlo Szendrey-Karper. World'premieres of new 
compositions by Leo Brouwer, Stephen Dodgson 
and Sandor Szokolay. Two-week guitar courses. 

Teachers: Ursula Peter and Monika Rost, Leo 
Brouwer and Isaac Nicola, Ichiro Suzuki, Ferenc 
Bonis.dr. 

Works: Suites for lute by J. S. Bach, 20th cen
tury works, Modern compositions. Quotations in 
Bartok's Music The Neoclassic Composer Zoltan 
Kodaly. Only for those playing in the Festival 
Guitar Orchestra. Auditions for the applicants, 
choice of pupils by the teachers. After the two
week courses prizes awarded by the City Council 
of Esztergom, a concert of the best pupils, per
formance of the works studied in Esztergom. 

Concerts and recitals of invited guitarists in 
Esztergom and in other Hungarian towns. To be 
performed works by Bela Bartok too, in honour 
of the 100th anniversary of the birth of the com
poser. 

Entrance fee: a) Active category: Ft. 2000,
(US Dollar 87.-), b} Passive category: Ft. 3000,
(US Dollar 130,-). You are asked to send en
trance fee, in your national currency, together 
with the admission fee, until the 30th April 1981 
(Postage-stamp date) by mail or bank cheque to 
the aforesaid address. In justified cases you may 
remit entrance fees in cash at arrival too, but 
only in your national currency. Entrance fee will 
be refunded only in case of absence announced 
before the 20th of July 1981 (postage-stamp 
date). · 

Applicants of the Active ( orchestra players) 
category are obliged to participate well prepared 
in the orchestra rehearsals and the final concert. 
In return they are admitted to the master-courses 
and allowed to assist free of charge at the con
certs. Orchestra parts will be sent by mail, at the 
same time with the acknowledgement of the re
ceipt of their application. 

Applicants of the Passive (audience) category 
are entitled to assist free of charge··at the mas~er
courses, · the orchestra rehearsals and the concerts 
without participating actively in the studies and 
in the orchestra activities. Three meals daily for 
both categories. Lodging in four-bed college 
rooms. College board begins with supper on the 
4th August 1981 and closes with breakfast, on 
the 19th of August. All participants have to meet 
travel expenses themselves. 

Invited Artists and Professors-Sergio Abreu 
(Brazil}, Istvan Adrovitz (Hungary), Ernesto 
Bitetti (Spain), Vladislav Blaha (Czhechoslovakia), 
Carlos Bonell (Great Britain), Evangelos Bou
dounis (Greece), Leo Brouwer (Cuba}, Costas 
Cotsiolis (Greece), Stephen Dodson (Great 
Britain), Ferenc Fodor (Hungary), Jiri Jirmal 
(Czechoslovakia), Hubert Kappell (GFR}, Jerzy 
Koenig (Poland}, Martin Myslivecek (Czecho
slovakia), Issac Nocola (Cuba}, Hiroki Niibori 
Uapan), Ursula Peter (GDR}, Jozef Powrozniak 
(Poland}, Hector Quine (Great Britain), Aldo 
Rodriquez (Cuba}, Monika and Jergen Rost, 
(GDR}, David Russel (Great Britain}, Sigitas 
Silinskas (USSR}, Vladimir Slavsky (USSR}, 
Iciro Suzuki Uapan}, Valeria Vass (Hungary), 
Leo Witoszinskyj (Austria), Roland Zimmer 
(GDR}, Gareth Walters (BBC}, Rolf Kirckow 
(GDR). 

For more information write to the following 
address: 

Esztergom Varosi Tanacas 
Fesztival Titkarsag 

Esztergom, Pf. 38. 2051 Hungary 

TAMPA, FL 
The Tampa Classical Guitar Society presents 

Christopher Parkening Master Class to be held 
June 3, 4, 5 and 6 at the Performing Arts Build
ing on Ybor City Campus of Hillsborough Com
munity College in Tampa, Florida. The class will 
be in session approximately eight hours a day for 
three days and four hours on the final day. Mr. 
Parkening will concentrate on fundamental tech
nique during the four day class-sitting position, 
right and left hand position, the nails, and the 
production of sound. 

The Auditing Fee for the four day session is 
$50.00. Auditing tickets may be purchased in 
advance from the Tampa Classical Guitar Society. 
Make checks or money orders payable to the 
"Christopher Parkening Master Class." If you live 
outside of the Tampa Bay area, please let the 
Society know precisely how many will be attend
ing in your party and we will make every effort 
to arrange for convenient and inexpensive hous
ing. Performance fee for the class is $250.00. Mr. 
Parkening will instruct each performer once on 
each day. For more information, write or call: 

Tampa Classical Guitar Society 
2720 Terrace Drive 
Tampa, FL 33609 

813/879-1140 
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Antigua Wax is a secret blend of Camauba, 
Coconut and Rosewood Waxes. It has been 
used to protect priceless instrument collections 
in museums throughout the world. 

Antigua Wax is available at all fine music stores. 

l THE WORLD RENOWNED GUITAR STRINGS 
1 · Played by the Masters 
/ Professional Quality - For Classical & Flamenco Guitar - Handmade in France 
,. Available in Three Precision Tensions 

k Cobre - High Long Lasting Oro - Medium High 
Available at all leading music stores 

--~---
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Expert Instruction 

Accessories 

All Major Strings 

Publications 

!)e <!&lbe 
~uttar ~boppe 

Specially Selected 
Imported Handmade 

Classic Guitars 

6806 Douglas 
Des Moines, Iowa 503 22 

515/278-8780 

GUITARS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR 

ALBERT 

AUGUSTINE 
made by 

Frank Haselbacher 

• 

Instruments shown 

by appointment only. 

FRANK HASELBACHER 

Voluntown, Conn. 06384 
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in San Francisco ..... 

Student & Concert 
Guitars 

M. L. Bellido 
M. Kohno 
J. Ramirez 
A. Marin 
M. Contreras 
D. Hopf 
R.Brune 
J.Oribe 
J. L. Bellido 
A.Raya 
M. Sakurai 
.1 Aguilarte 
M.Gurian 
J.Orozco 
M. & H. Tamura 
J.C. Larivee 
Alvarez-Yairi 
V. Sanchis 
J. McMahan 
Hirade 
Guild 
Takamine 
Aria 
Ovation 
Martin 

Music & Literature 
For The Guitar 

Our new mail order catalog, revised & 
updated, is now available for $2.00 

(U.S., Canada & Japan only) 

I (415)386-0395 I 
1433 Clement St. S.E, CA. 94118 



Threads of nylon become special core. Core is wrapped with Winter Silver wire in correct ratio. Result is extra-brilliant GHS string. 

New GHS Classic Guitar Strings Deliver Ultimate Brilliant 
Full-bodied Tone, Thanks to Special Construction Method 

You've Got To Try A Set! 
GHS research has developed two new sets for the 

dedicated classical artist. 
Ask your dealer for GHS La Classique set 2370 or 

2370G in the blue label. The sets contain our new 
extra-brilliant basses (wound strings) constructed by 
a special method. 

The Secret To Brilliant Tone 
Although many factors combine to give a classic 

string its tone, exhaustive GHS research has dis
covered the most important factor of all: core-to
cover ratio (the mathematical relationship between 
the thickness of the core and the thickness of the 
cover wire). 

With this in mind, we worked out some great new 
core-to-cover ratios. 

GHS Develops Special Cores 
Once we had developed the ideal core-to-cover 

ratios we ran into a problem. The core sizes we need
ed were not the same as the standard sizes available 
from our suppliers. We solved this with a special 
construction method. Now we make our own cores 
by building up threads of nylon in various amounts 
to form cores of any desired thickness. The cores are 
then wrapped with Winter Silver™ cover wire of the 
precise sizes needed to · 
produce basses 
with ultimate 
brilliance. 

New GHS Classic Sets 
23 70 & 23 700 deliver 
brilliant tone 

Choice of Trebles-Plain or Ground 
Both new sets contain the same basses, but you get 

a choice of trebles. The 2370 set contains regular pro
fessional grade clear nylon trebles. 

The 2370G set contains ground trebles ("G" for 
"ground"). The micro-grinding process trues the 
strings so they come out exactly the same thickness 
from end to end. GHS ground trebles play perfectly 
in tune and ring out with somewhat more brilliance 
and volume_ They feel satin-smooth. 

Sets Have Balanced Tension 
We combine the trebles and basses into high ten

sion sets with excellent balance from string to string, 
making difficult left hand fingerings easier. Your 
right hand, too, will appreciate the uniform 
response. 

GHS Quality Control
Another Dig Plus! 

Highly trained GHS inspectors are constantly at 
work, using micrometers, illuminated magnifying 
glasses, breakstrength testing machines, and other 
devices to assure that only highest quality strings get 
to be GHS Strings. 

Try our new 2370 & 2370G sets soon and hear what 
extra-brilliant tone can add to your music. 

GHS ... THE CHOICE OF 
EXPERIENCE! 

{J ~€.f.f![lf!/S 
Manufactured by GHS Corporation 

2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, Ml 49015 
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PLAYER'S NAILS 
(patent pending) 

AN INDISPENSABLE ACCESSORY 
FOR EVERY GUITARIST 

• Solves a centuries' old problem of 
broken, warped, or damaged finger nails 
and in most instances produces better 
tones than one's natural nails. 

• Manufartured from natural ingredients, it duplicates all 
characteristics ol a natur.tl nail. {Can br filed, shaped, 
and buffed to perfection.) 

• C'.an be put on or taken off in a few minutes and does not 
interfrre with 1hr health or growth of one's natural nail. 

• C'.an be used permanently or lor unlimited number ol 
hours of practin· while your naturnl nail remains 
unaff,·rtecl. 

USED BY MOST PROFESSIONAL 
PLAYERS ALL OVER THE WORLD. 
PLAYER'S NAILS GOT THE BEST 
POSSIBLE REVIEWS IN AMERICAN 
AND OVERSEAS GUITAR MAGAZINES. 

" ... NOw no longer do Wt' havr 10 

agrr<' wi1h Srgovia 1ha1 in order 
to bccoml'a gui1aris1 onr must he 
horn with s1rong hu1 flrxihle 
nails. Anyone who is not so ('11· 

dowed ,·an buv thrm. 
Alic·<"Arll.t 
Nt·w York 
C.uitnr flf'JIUf' 46 

"Havin~ tried all diffrrrnt w;1ys 
or ovrrcoming tht· rf'rurring 
nightmare• of hrraking a fin~l'r 
nail hdorc a nnH't'rr-all 0£ 
which rum out 10 bt'nomatch for 
one's fwallhv nalllral nail-I 
have finally he<'n intro(lucc-rl 10 

;rn ideal sol111ion 10 rhc prohlrm. 
Alii .1 mall('r of fact, I am now 
11'\ing PI.AYER'S NAII.Scontin
uou'il)' on my indrx fin.~cr. No1 
only is it strongn, h111 also, 
pnx!uc<'.'i a b('ll<'T ton(' than my 
natural nail." 

SERGIO ARREU 

1n<-C.omplr1r Kil whid1 inductM 2 dmrn nail, pill'- a<TN.'°rir, ;md 
c·omplt·lr tlt·1-1ilc·d in"ruc·1iom nm he.· nrclC'n'd hy ,;c•ndin~ 
$19.95 plm Sl.50 IM,sl.igr 10: 

BALKAN MUSIC and ACT:ESSORIES 
9!") Pond Aw .. Sui tr 22·1 
Rmoklinr. M.tss. 0211fi. ll.S.A. 
0111,;icl<· ll.S. plt·a,;(' add $1.00 prr ki1 and st•nd only ln1nn.ttional Mnnry 
On.In in tr.s. rune!~. 

CLASSIC GUITAR ARTISTRY 

byDOUGLAS NIEDT 
Antigua Records proudly presents 
the world's newest guitar virtuoso 

playing music by Ravel, Bustamente, 
Turina, Myers, Satie, Gershwin and 
Giuliani ... much of it transcribed, 

arranged, or edited by himself. 

Antigua Stereo $6. 98 + 7 5¢ postage 

ANTIGUA CASA SHERRY-BRENER, LTD. 

3145 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill. 60629 
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descriptive brochures on request: GUITAR REVIEW 409 East 50 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 
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History 
in the mal{ing. 

D'Addarlo ro-Arte Classic Nylon 
Strings from al high-densttY nylon. It's harder. more 

consistently round and stronger. It's also the only nylon ~ver 
created exclusively for guitar strings. And it gives 

the distinctively fresh. crtsp tonal qualities and 
superior sustain guitar Virtuosos have come to associate with 

D'Addario Pro,Artes. To create a superior sound. you have 
to start with the best. Start with o· Addario Pro• Arles. 

There·s history in the making. 
Available from your local music dealer. 
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}lntigua Guitar Blanket 
Endorsed by Manuel Lopez Ramos 

Price: $19.95 plus 954 postage 
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Sole Distributor: Antigua Casa Sherry-Brener, Inc., 
3145 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Illinois 60629 (312)737-1711 

n orse y rlS op er ar enmg 
Amerka'• greatest guitar virtuoeo 

llRllBESQllE 
CONCERT GUITAR STRINGS 

STATISTICS 
Bass Strings: Handwound, Silver-Plated, 

Made in France 
eble Strings: Diamond Gauged, Precision Ny! 

Made in USA ... ,.... .. _I!!,_ ... 

The AGB protects your GUITAR against 
body perspiration. 

The AGB protects the shiny varnish of 
your GUITAR against possible damages 
caused by rings, cufflinks or other pieces 
of jewelry or sharp instruments. 

The AGB protects your GUITAR against 
shocks or slight bumping. 

It maintains your GUITAR firmly posi· 
tioned in your legs avoiding it from slipping. 

The AGB helps your arm movements 
along the body of your GUITAR whenever 
wearing short sleeves. 

The AGB totally eliminates the need of 
that most uncomfortable and useless piece 
of cloth that is sometimes used in between 
your guitar and legs. 

The AGB avoids scratches or marks in 
your GUITAR when placing it in a guitar 
stand. 

Once the AGB is placed on your guitar it 
can remain there permanently even when 
your GUITAR is put back in its case. 

"Arabesque" are the finest 
set of guitar strings I have 
ever tried. 

The treble strings produce a 
clear ringing bell-like tone. 
The bass strings are powerful 
and brilliant in sound. Both 
are extremely responsive to 
the most subtle demands of 
the artist and I am using 
them exclusively in my re· 
cordings for Angel. 

I sincerely recommend these 
strings to any guitarist who 
insists upon the.utmost from 
his instrument . 
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CONCERT/STE 
Nylon Guitar Strings 

Completely Made by Hand 
Available Technical Variations 

Tension: Medium or High 

Bass Strings: Hand Wound Silver 

or Gold Plated 
Treble Strings: Precision extruded 

French Nylon 

Concertiste Strings are endorsed and used by 
Emilio Pujol, Tarrega 's only disciple. 

- Made in France-

WF@w@fia r F®R 
ANTIGUA F!®@aFeSa ANTIGUA 

Adjustable 
to 

3 positions 

Handmade by 
Spain's greatest 

Iron Worker 

Truly a work of art that can be treasured for one's lifetime. 
Price: $30.00 in U.S.A. 

Available at all leading music stores 



DVENTURES 
IN ARGENTINA 

by ANDRES SEGOVIA 

dar\'1miM Quiw~i~vl 48 
dMu-i pfiv-e brovhure6 on r~ud1 

(iVIT AR REVIEW - 409 East soth Street, New York. N.Y.10022 
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The 
Mid-American 
Guitar Society 

Invites you 
to participate 

in our 1981 - 1982 season 
of classic guitar events: 

Concerts featuring 
Professional Artists 

Student Recitals 
Monthly Meetings 

For information about per
formances and member
ship, write or cal I: 

THE MID-AMERICA 
GUITAR SOCIETY 

909 W. Armitage Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60614 

Phone: 525-7621 

MMO5044 

Renaissance & Baroque 
Guitar Duets MMo so43 

Duets performed by Ed Flower and David 
Mclellan recorded in split-channel stereo 
enabling the home-player to lower either 
speaker and pla}' either part. Complete with 
printed music books. $9.98 each Ip. 

Available at better Guitar Product Stores everywhere or 
direct from MMO Music Group Inc., 423 West 55th Street, 
New York, N.Y. 10019, Dept. F1 
Toll free orders: 800-223-9802 via Credit Card Only. 
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and Japan 

Antigua Casa Sherry-Brener offers you ... 

Handmade guitars from the world's greatest luthiers; 
for the student, teacher and concert guitarists. 

We have the finest selection of guitars in the world. 
These guitars are made by Ramirez, (Spain); Pena, 
(Spain); Hcmandis, (Japan); Garcia, (Japan). The 
prices range from $250.00 to $5,975.00 with imme
diate delivery on all guitars. 

Every guitar at Sherry-Brener is aged at least one 
year. We do this because the finish needs at least 8 
months to crystalize. During this time the sound of 
the guitar changes each month. The glue, also, does 
not completely harden until after this length of time. 
The guitars are not tuned up during this drying 
period. 

Any concert artist who has acquired a guitar from 
our firm always demanded an aged instrument. When 
you receive a guitar from Sherry-Brener you can be 
assured it is completely bone-dry. 

A Letter of Value is given with each guitar. All 
major insurance companies accept our evaluations 
without question. 

Due to our close association with the great concert 
guitarists of our day we always solicit their opinion 
and knowledge on every guitar in our catalogue. Any 
improvement that was suggested was made. 

In other words our guitars were designed by great 
guitarists not just by wood workers or scientists. 

Not only do we send aged wood to our makers in 
Spain and Japan, but, also, the ideas and dreams of 
great concert guitarists. 

The gifted hands of these makers tum these rare 
old woods, ideas and dreams into beautiful musical 
instruments. 

It is a well-known fact that virtuoso guitarists 
Christopher Parkcning, Michael Lorimer and Douglas 
Niedt grew up playing our guitars. Nearly 100% of 
the touring concert guitarists are playing guitars 
from Sherry-Brener. 

For our catalogue featuring guitars, strings, acces
sories, publications, records and luthier supplies send 
$1.25 postage and handling charges. In many areas 
our catalogue has become a collector's item. 

We also publish Guitarra Magazine, a bi-monthly, 
up-to-date news media featuring a calendar of events 
- where and when the artists are performing ... 
interesting, in depth interviews with performing 
guitarists . new music . . . publication and 
record reviews. 

Subscriptions: $15.50 per year (foreign: $21.50) 
Back Issues: $2.60 per issue (foreign: $3.60) 

ANTIGUA CASA 

OF MADRID 
3145 West 63rd Street, Chicago, Ill. 60629 - U.S.A. 312- 73 7-1711 

__...._Q__......,,..._ _ .. 
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GUITAR REVIEW 
A luxurious publication 

lavishly illustrated 
with engravings, photographs, 

and drawings by famous graphic artists. 

Each issue an individual entity. 

Considered together, the 45 issues 

embrace a wide range of subjects illuminated 

by outstanding figures of the guitar world. 

Included are scholarly articles on aspects of 

musicology, playing technique, 

instrument construction, the guitar in art, flamenco 

and other folklore music of various parts of the world; 

reviews of new music, books and records. 

Rare musical selections include compositions for guitar solo 

and in combination with voice and other instruments. 

ISSUED IRREGULARLY 
Subscription for 3 issues $16.00 (foreign $18.00) 

Back issues beginning with No. 28 are available 

at $7 .00 a copy ($8.00 foreign) 

REPRINT EDITIONS 
HANDSOMELY BOUND IN GOLD STAMPED COVERS 

Vol. I (issues 1-6, 1946-1948) $36.00 
Vol. II (issues 7-12, 1948-1951) $40.00 

Vol. III (issues 13-18, 1952-1955) $40.00 

all remittances must be in U.S. dollars, payable in the U.S.A. 

descriptive brochures on request: 

GUITAR REVIEW 
409 East 50 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 

• 
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~}} Cfesti111cqial s fer Guitarra Magaziqe t<~ 

Dear James, 
"I am truly happy that, 
like the immortal Fenix, 
"Guitarra" magazine will 
be born again! A periodi
cal devoted to current 
news of the classic guitar 
world is badly needed and 
will be appreciated. Under 
your experienced guid
ance success is assured. If 
I can be of any help, 
please do call on me." 

VLADIMIR BOBRI 
September 27, 1978 

ToGUITARRA 
Magazine from Regino 

Sainz De La Maza 
"With my best wishes 
and congratulations for 
your interesting mag
azine." 

Andres Segovia 
Comments on 

G UIT ARRA Magazine 
"I hope that this fine mag
azine (GUITARRA Mag
azine) accomplishes its 
artistic purpose - to in
crease the love and know
ledge of its readers -for 
the beautiful instrument 
which is the guitar." 

ANDRES SEGOVIA 
1966 Winston-Salem, NC 

Julian Bream Proclaims 
GUITARRA Magazine 

"GUITARRA is a truly 
lovely magazine. I wait 
anxiously for each issue, 
it really keeps me inform
ed on the happenings of 
the guitar world." 

JULIAN BREAM 
February 25, 1964 

A Word from Sabicas 
"I, Sabicas, find the 
GUITARRA Magazine in
spiring, authentic and in
formative. The people 
who publish this mag
azine are dedicated afi
cionados of the guitar. 
Amigos this is our mag
azine." 

Juan Senano Comments 
"GUITARRA Magazine 
• • • The comentone of 
the guitar world, a phen
omenal publication. The 
one true source of.infor
mation featuring high
lights on every facet of 
the guitar world; past, 
present and tomorrow." 

JUAN SERRANO 

A Duo Proclamation 
by Presti and Lagoya 

"We are inspired to see a 
magazine like Guitarra. 
It is nicely written and 
pictured. More publica
tions should follow in the 
footsteps of GUITARRA 
Magazine." 

IDA PRESTI and 
ALEXANDRE LAGOY A 

Carlos Montoya 
Exclaims . .. 

"GUITARRA Magazine 
is the world's greatest 
guitar publication. In fact, 
I consider GUIT ARRA 
the finest guitar magazine 
of all time. Sincere con
gratulations." 

CARLOS MONTOYA 
March 19, 1966 

~>, fllC World's Great£st Guitar Magaziqe 1<~ 



Birtl?days cf ~icic11adcs 

Alexandre Ta11Sman, Lodz, Poland, June 12, 1897 

Juan Ramon Talens Bustamante, Valencia, Spain 
Johannes Brahms, Hamburg, Gem1any 
Vladimir Bobri, Kharkov, Ukraine 
Claudio Monteverdi, Cremona, Italy 
Paco Lucena, Lucena, Spain 
Robert Schumann, Saxony, Germany 
Carlos Chavez, Mexico City, Mexico 
Edvard Grieg, Bergen, Norway 
Charles Gounod, Paris, France 

May 6, 1905 
May 7, 1833 

May 13, 1898 
May 15, 1567 
June 1, 1859 
June 8, 1810 

June 13, 1899 
June 15, 1843 
June 17, 1818 
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